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PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
FEATURE

AMSRS Code of Professional Behaviour
– Clarification to Rule 11
Due to the potential for

records about customers’ participation

inappropriate contact or pressuring of
potential participants.

misinterpretation, Rule 11 of the

in market or social research projects and

Code of Professional Behaviour has

therefore regulate the frequency with which

now been clarified, following a recent

they are contacted for such a purpose.

The ensuing discussion with the member
brought to light the potential ambiguity in

member query to the AMSRS EthicsLine.

This has long been an element of the

Rule 11 in the current version of the Code,

The member was conducting a survey

Code, being expressed in the previous

as it did not clearly state that disclosure was

version thus:

only allowed after completion of the project.

amongst a client’s customers. The client
wanted to know – during fieldwork - which

‘The transfer of information about

The matter was referred to the AMSRS

customers had replied so the client could

Respondents is permissible between a

Professional Standards Committee for

send out reminder emails to customers who

Researcher and the Client where the intent of

consideration and the following comment

had yet to respond.

this is to limit research contacts by means of

was added to Rule 11:

The member wanted to confirm whether
this was acceptable.

maintaining records about participation.’

‘A researcher may only disclose this

It is not permissible to inform a client

information to the client after the research is

Rule 11 of the Code allows for the

of the research status of participants while

completed, as its use is only for the regulation of

disclosure of research status information to

fieldwork is in progress. The researcher

contact with the individual for future research.’

the client for the ‘research purpose of regulating

has made assurances of anonymity to

This addition was made in May 2015.

frequency of contact with the individual’. The

participants, which this would potentially

intent of this is to allow clients to maintain

breach. It could also possibly lead to
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